Design & Implementation of a DNA Compression Algorithm
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Abstract - If we talk about the DNA arrangements, we understand that it oversees only four pictures addressing four nucleotide bases {A, C, T, G}. These four pictures could have been shown as {00, 01, 10, 11} independently, where we can watch that every nucleotide base having 8 bit is made to include 2 bits, when encoded in the already said parallel shape. This could have been a champion among the most capable encoding designs, if and only if there were the same pictures in the plan, other than A, G, T and C base characters. Here, however the encoding ought to be conceivable, yet essential issue will occur in the midst of decompression as the twofold code of the unanticipated picture like N or S will organize with the matched code of A, G, T and C. An another sort of figuring used for DNA weight is Differential Direct (2D) Coding Algorithm, which can vanquish this issue by isolating between the base characters and the astounding pictures. The 2D coding computation uses the social occasion of three characters (triplets), being supplanted by some other character [28].
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1. INTRODUCTION

Compression is a technique to reduce the size of some data by lowering the number of bits used in its formation. In other words, we can say compression means reduction of size of data by changing it to a format which requires fewer bits than the original format [1].

DNA is a contraction for deoxyribonucleic corrosive, which conveys genetic data. A large portion of the DNA’s found in people are same which in gathered in cell core, with the exception of some, which are found in cell’s mitochondria. The previous one is known as atomic DNA, while the last one is mt DNA. There are four distinct sorts of nucleotides found in DNA, contrasting just in the nitrogenous base. They are: A, G, T, C. there are about 3 billion bases of human DNA, out of which 99% are same in all people [9]. These bases of these groupings are essential characterizing parts of organisms. In DNA bonds up with T and C bonds up with G, forming base pairs. The twofold helix structure of a DNA contains nucleotides (mix of phosphate particle, sugar atom and base combine). Twofold helix structure resembles a step, with base framing its rungs and sugar and phosphate atoms shaping its vertical sidepieces. DNA has a unique property of multiplying or replicating.

With the increase in size of the databases containing the nucleotide arrangements, which are utilized as a part of seeking applications to find successions homologous to an inquiry grouping, the need of pressure methodologies have happened. It is important to store information minimally with the goal that it can be exchanged effortlessly. Furthermore, groupings can be gotten to autonomously. Moreover, the circle costs are regularly bottleneck in seeking additionally [10, 11].

Compression rate is the measurement of the reduction in size of the original file. There are four main methods of measuring the compression rate. The first one known as Bit per Byte or bpb refers to the replacement of one byte (particularly the collection of 8 bits) by less than 8 bits. It can be formulated as follows: (compressed length / original length) * 8. If a file of 800 bytes has been compressed to a file of 200 bytes, the compression will be - (200/800)*8=2 bpb. The second method is measuring compression in terms of percentage, which can be formulated as (compressed length / original length) * 100. If a file of 800 bytes has been compressed to a file of 200 bytes, the compression will be - (200/800)*100= 25% of the original file. Third method can be representation in ratio form, which is (original size: compressed size). This is a general representation technique and is widely used. But it has low precision. i.e (4:1) or (3:1) Bit per Char is another technique. It is same like bpb in some cases only and it cannot be used to compress binary files.

2. Literature survey

Chen, X. et al. (2000) characterized Differential Direct Coding (2D) likewise isolates the grouping into components of length three. It suggests that pressure methodologies must suit vast informational collections, comprise of various arrangements and helper information. The arrangement of expected images for the 2D show are {A, T, G, C, and U}, which expels the weight of express assertion of succession sort like DNA or RNA.

Adjeroh, D. et al. (2002) depicted the examine disconnected word reference arranged ways to deal with DNA succession pressure, in view of the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT).
The dominance of short rehashing designs is a critical wonder in natural groupings.

Cherniavski,N. and Lander,R. (2004) proposed strategy for pressure of nucleotide grouping information. While present day equipment can give immense measures of economical stockpiling for organic databases, the pressure of nucleotide succession information is still of foremost significance keeping in mind the end goal to encourage quick pursuit and recovery operations through a diminishment in plate movement.

Hoebeke,M., Chiapello,H., Gibrat,J.F. et al. (2005) characterized in this paper The right translation of any natural investigation depends in a fundamental path on the exactness and consistency of the current explanation databases. Such databases are omnipresent and utilized by all life researchers in many trials. Be that as it may, it is outstanding that such databases are fragmented and numerous comments may likewise be inaccurate. In this paper we portray a system that can be utilized to break down the semantic substance of such explanation databases David Salomon (with contributions by Giovanni Motta and David Bryant) (2006) examined in this paper about the Compression Maximizes the capacity limit of Cassandra hubs by diminishing the volume of information on plate and circle I/O, especially for read-commanded workloads. Cassandra rapidly finds the area of lines in the SS Table file and decompresses the significant columnlumps.

Hall N (May 2007). Characterized the DNA sequencing incorporates a few techniques and innovations that are utilized for deciding the request of the nucleotide bases— adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine—in a particle of DNA. Information of DNA arrangements has turned out to be fundamental for essential natural research, other research branches using DNA sequencing, and in various connected fields, for example, analytic, biotechnology, measurable science and organic systematics.


Haiminen,N. et al. (2009) portrayed in this paper of Textual information pressure, and the related procedures originating from data hypothesis, are frequently seen as being of enthusiasm for information correspondence and capacity. Gregory Vey (2012) proposed in this paper strategy for pressure of genomic information. Matter unveils a framework and a strategy for pressure of genomic information. In one encapsulation, the strategy for pressure of genomic information incorporates getting adjusted genomic information from genomic information construct in any event to a limited extent in light of middle person information recognized from the genomic information.

K.N. Mishra, (2014) the creator is characterized in this paper huge measures of modest stockpiling for organic databases, While current equipment can give huge measures of cheap stockpiling for natural databases, the pressure of Biological groupings is still of vital significance with a specific end goal to encourage quick pursuit and recovery operations through a diminishment in circle movement.

R.K.Bharti (2016) the creator is characterized in this paper huge measures of modest stockpiling for organic databases, While current equipment can give huge measures of cheap stockpiling for natural databases, the pressure of Biological groupings is still of vital significance with a specific end goal to encourage quick pursuit and recovery operations through a diminishment in circle movement.

3. Existing Methodology

The model and coding used by existing methodology is show below-

3.1 Model : There exist two type of key progressions which are DNA and mRNA courses of action having base characters \{A, C, G, T\} and \{A, C, G, U\} independently. The 2D coding computation works subsequent to taking a union of both of these sets to avoid the outside attestation of the sort of collection i.e. it is a DNA gathering or a mRNA progression and base characters are \{A, C, G, T, U\} independently. This computation uses the ASCII characters of the range 0 to 127, to address the base characters, unexpected character. The non-printable ASCII characters going from -1 to -127 address the triplets for goes over. Whatever is left of the picture passing on -128th ASCII regard is used to store the dark character. This model contains signify 125 remarkable blends of triplets and in this way uses -1 to -125 ASCII characters to address these triplets. Out of every one of these mixes, some are never utilized as they abuse the nucleotide base subsets of DNA and mRNA like \{UUT, TTU, UTU...\}[33].

3.2 Coding : Here, a marked byte is used to address the data. In this checked byte, the last seven bits are used to address the data and the remaining first MSB is used as a sign piece. If this bit is 1 (negative), this suggests the accompanying seven bits will address triplet or darken character and if this bit is 0 (positive),it will speak to the nucleotide bases. These are represented in the table below:[30]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Compressible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary</td>
<td>ASCII</td>
<td>0 to 127</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>Triplet</td>
<td>-1 to -125</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>-128</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table-1: Coding Data Model for Existing Methodology
4. Shortcoming of existing algorithm

As discussed, the algorithm stores all the possible combinations of \( \{A, G, T, C, U\} \), though some of the combinations are not acceptable and are never used, therefore leaving some of the non-printable ASCII characters unused.

It only concentrates over the triplets, even though other combinations may yield better compression ratio. Boundary preservation property increases the output file size as the base characters forming triplets are copied to the output stream as they are.

It only uses the ASCII symbols till the date whose character set is not very large.[35]

5. Proposed Method

Whenever we need to pack some organic succession, we know that at once just a DNA or mRNA grouping will be compacted. Henceforth if the instance of arrangement of triplets is considered, with mix of four images \( \{A, C, G, T\} \) or \( \{A, C, G, U\} \) for DNA or mRNA separately, we will experience most extreme 64 mixes. These 64 triplet blends can be taken care of by 64 non-printable ASCII characters, though there exist add up to 127 non-printable ASCII characters. Along these lines, the rest of the 63 characters can be utilized to store some different mixes of size more than 3, which can yield a superior pressure.

We partition the look-into table into two areas here: settled length LUT and variable length LUT. The past one will constantly exist there containing 64 mixes of triplets, however the variable length LUT can be of variable size, containing the blend bases of the size which is in different of 3. This will yield to the proper utilization of the available non-printable ASCII characters.[31]

5.1 Model: We consider the ASCII characters between the extents 0 to 127 for the Auxiliary images. The other range between -1 to -127 is isolated keeping in mind the end goal to change settled size LUT and variable size LUT. The remaining - 128th character is utilized for encoding the unknown character.

6. Proposed Algorithm

Our proposed algorithm is given below-

Initialize: String s, st and t as NULL

Step 1: Read first 3 unprocessed bases into string t. If t is not equal to NULL then go along to step 2. Else process the last one or two DNA bases by step 5.

Step 2: If t has all non N bases then go to step 3. Else if t has N characters then go to step 4 otherwise go to step 5.

Step 3: If string st found in the LUT then s=st
Else write the ASCII code for s that is mapped in LUT from -1 to -127 and Add st to the LUT table for future reference. s=t;
Step 4: count (c) total number of appearing in successive Ns and write all such Ns with "Nc" into destination file. After this jump to step 6. If number of successive Ns appears more than one time repeat the step 4.

Step 5: write non-N bases whose number is less than three into destination file directly. After that, jump to step 6.

Step 6: Return to step 1 and repeat the process until EOF is reached.

6.1 Coding: The coding data model of proposed algorithm is show in table 3.

Table-3: Coding Data Model for Proposed Methodology

7. Results and Analysis

We can contrast both the calculations and the assistance of indicated preview. In this depiction “2D coding with settled length LUT”, calculation is compacting a source record of 2048 Bytes into target document of 684 Bytes and aggregate pressure accomplished is 67%. Be that as it may, with the assistance of “2D Coding with variable length LUT” calculation, the source record of 2048 Bytes can be packed into 655 Bytes and aggregate pressure accomplished is 69%. Consequently, this demonstrates a significant change more than “2D Coding with settled length LUT”. Our proposed calculation can give better pressure as number of rehearsals increments for group of 6, 9, 12... characters.

The table 4 shows that on an ordinary direct 2D Coding estimation packs the DNA groupings of 64338.9 Bytes into
The compression result can be analyzed using graph shown in figure 1.

Table 4: Result Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.N</th>
<th>Type of Sequence</th>
<th>Original size of sequence before compression (Bytes)</th>
<th>Size of Sequence after Compression Using Existing Algorithm (Bytes)</th>
<th>Using Proposed Algorithm (Bytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ATATGGS</td>
<td>9647</td>
<td>3217</td>
<td>3101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ATETF1A23</td>
<td>6022</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ATRNDAF</td>
<td>10014</td>
<td>3338</td>
<td>3276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ATRNDAI</td>
<td>5217</td>
<td>1763</td>
<td>1734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CHMPXN</td>
<td>11318</td>
<td>5060</td>
<td>4874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>CHNTXN</td>
<td>157844</td>
<td>51948</td>
<td>50340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>HEICMCVCG</td>
<td>220354</td>
<td>76452</td>
<td>74736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>HUMDYSSTROP</td>
<td>102625</td>
<td>35899</td>
<td>34147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>HUMHRDABCD</td>
<td>58984</td>
<td>19622</td>
<td>19291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>VACG</td>
<td>47912</td>
<td>15972</td>
<td>15374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVERAGE</td>
<td></td>
<td>64338.9</td>
<td>21446.9</td>
<td>20914</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 1: Result Analysis Using Graph

8. Conclusion

The objective of this recommendation is to develop a count that has high weight extent to other existing DNA Sequence Compression computations. This computation moreover uses less measure of memory when appeared differently in relation to interchange counts and is definitely not hard to realize. The proposed estimation packs Nucleotide progressions like DNA and furthermore RNA. Each and every other figuring use simply substitute properties of plans, for instance, reiterated and non-repeated. In case the gathering is pressed using proposed estimation it will be less requesting to make course of action examination between compacted progressions. It will in like manner be less difficult to make multi progression course of action. High weight extent moreover prescribes an especially dismal game plan. With the help of settled length LUT we can pack the DNA gathering up to 1/3 of its one of a kind size. Regardless, now we can achieve higher weight by using variable length LUT. The calculated estimation can give much better pressure as the more drawn out arrangements are found frequently in big sequences.
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